
with solar powered recycling and compaction bins with fill sensors

Economic 
Benefits

Real-time 
Waste

Monitoring
Reduce waste 
collection costs

Optimise waste collection 
with real-time monitoring

Use bins that hold up to 
eight times more waste

Win Against Waste

Economic 
Benefits



Clean CUBE Compacting BinClean CUBE Recycling Bin

Clean CUBE’s compacting and recycling bins monitor the fill-level and bin status in real time, and use analytics 
to optimise collection schedules and routes. Only collect full bins, use compaction to hold up to eight times 
more waste and reduce collection costs by up to 85%. 

Fill-level and real-time compaction information 
from bins is sent to our waste management 
solution platform, Clean CITY NETWORKS. 
This helps you plan the location and timing of 
bin collection and find optimal routes using 
predictive algorithms.

Clean CAP uses solar energy to monitor bin-fill 
level and transmit real-time information to our 
waste management solution. It’s compatible with 
any type of bin and any type of waste and is also 
available as a battery-operated solution for areas 
without consistent sunlight.

Clean CITY NETWORKS Clean CAP

Clean Cap B
Battery Model

Clean CUBE

Smart software for waste 
management

An attachable ultrasonic fill-
level sensor for existing bins

Compacts 
rubbish up to

8X



1 With compaction
Increase bin capacity by 5-700%, 
reducing waste collection trips by 
up to 85%.

2 Fill sensors
Eliminate unnecessary collection 
trips, lowering fuel and 
labour costs.

3 Optimisation 
Real-time route 
optimisation reduces the 
average route length of 
collection trips, lowering 
operational expenses.

Intelligent waste collection

Wireless
Smarts

Choice

Recycle or compaction bins available 
in 120 and 240 litres.

Wireless smarts

The Clean CUBE communicates waste 
information in real-time.

Design and 
Advertising 

Friendly

Safe and 
Secure

Choice

Design & advertising-friendly

Spread your marketing message  
on your bins, or generate additional revenue 
with LED or LCD advertising screens.

Safe & secure

The Clean CUBE bin meets and surpasses 
safety standards. It features a secure locking 
mechanism, a hand and fire detection sensor.

Benefits



Dramatically reduces waste collection costs up to 85%

4 Lower emissions
Fewer collection trips reduces greenhouse 
gas and other harmful emissions.

5 Cleaner streets
Intelligent collections lead to cleaner 
streets, neighbourhoods and cities.

Extras

Choose mounts, handles and 
ashtrays to suit your needs. 
If solar isn’t suitable, we also 
offer AC and hybrid models.

Extras

Clean CUBE Compaction Bin

The built-in, patented waste compactor 
is triggered automatically abased on the 
bin’s fill-level. 

Built-in
Compaction



Clean CUBE is ideal for 
popular public hotspots 
that are frequently 
troubled by garbage 
overflows particularly 
in New Zealand’s 
tourist regions. 

It’s perfect for town 
centres, shopping malls, 
parks, transit stations, 
and sports stadiums. 

Choose from our 
smart recycling bin 
or compaction bin.



Ready for cleaner, greener, cheaper  
waste collection? Reap the benefits:

   ECONOMIC BENEFITS     ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS   SOCIAL BENEFITS

• Efficient collection planning

• Reduces collection trips and 
operational costs

• Saves labour and time

• Compaction increases 
bin capacity 

• Eliminates waste overflow 

• Reduces CO2 emissions

• Strengthens environmental 
awareness & image

•  Raises public awareness 
of renewable energy

•  Supports the use of 
renewable  energy     
products

•  Improves street sanitation

  

Freephone 0508 487 226    Visit urbaneffects.co.nz

See for yourself. Contact us to learn more.


